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Abstract: The task of anti-aliasing in absolute profile measurement by
multi-sensor scanning techniques is considered. Simulation results are
presented which demonstrate that aliasing can be highly reduced by a
suitable choice of the scanning steps. The simulation results were confirmed
by results obtained for interferometric measurements (Nyquist frequency
1/646 µm-1) on a specifically designed chirp specimen with sinusoidal
waves of amplitude 100 nm and wavelengths from 2.5 mm down to 19 µm.
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1. Introduction
Topography measurement is an essential part in the production process of optical surfaces
used to control the polishing process. For many surfaces such as, e.g., synchrotron optics,
profile measurements are sufficient. To this end, various distance sensors are available
showing sensitivities in the nanometer range [1-3]. However, when profile measurements with
an uncertainty in the nm range are required, height deviations of the scanning stage have to be
accounted for. Arrays of distance sensors provide redundant information which can be used to
compensate the errors of the scanning stage [4,5]. A recently published profile measurement
method [6,7] using a distance sensor array is capable to measure absolute profiles with an
uncertainty in the region of the sensitivity of the distance sensors, while height and tilt errors
of the scanning stage as well as systematic errors of the sensor array are accounted for. This
technique can be employed with commercially available types of distance sensor arrays [8,9].
Alternatively, also single sensors can be used to design a suitable sensor array [2].
Ideally, the topography heights are reconstructed exactly at discrete measurement
positions which are usually chosen equidistantly. However, in this case the topography
between the measurement positions can be exactly interpolated only when the topography
contains no wavelengths shorter than twice the distance between adjacent measurement
positions. Otherwise, aliasing will emerge, i.e. the interpolated topography will differ from the
real one. Imaging quality of high precision optical surfaces is influenced by all spatial
frequencies. Precise and unbiased knowledge about all of these frequencies is important to
characterize the optical surface and for subsequent corrections of the specimen (ion beam
edging, polishing ...). Such post processing requires interpolation of discrete topography
measurements. For aliased measurement data this can cause extensive form errors and it is
therefore advantageous for these and other [10] applications to avoid aliasing effects, i.e. to
not exactly reconstruct the topography at the discrete set of measurement positions but to
reconstruct only that part of the topography containing wavelengths longer than twice the
measurement positions. Imaging systems as used in interferometers for topography
measurements provide the opportunity to carry out an analogous Fourier transformation.
Hence, aliasing can be suppressed in such measurement devices with a suitable chosen
aperture in the Fourier plane of the imaging system [11]. Such procedure is not feasible for all
types of sensors used for inspection of high precision optics resulting in aliased measurement
data [12]. For a sensor array consisting of nearly punctual sensors internal suppression of
aliasing is also not possible. Nevertheless, in the following, a method for reduction of aliasing
for an absolute profile measurement by a multi-sensor scanning procedure is proposed. The
idea is to choose the measurement positions in such a way that aliasing effects are highly
reduced or even eliminated. This is demonstrated by the results obtained for simulations
(Section 4) as well as for measurements (Section 5). The proposed technique is applicable to
all line sensors arrays with equidistant distance sensors.
2. Absolute profile measurement by a multi-sensor scanning technique
Figure 1 shows the recently proposed measurement principle [7] for traceable absolute profile
measurement. The sensor head consists of multiple distance sensors. This sensor head is
moved over the specimen while its position is measured with an additional displacement
interferometer. An autocollimator is employed to conduct tilt measurements of the sensor
system at each measurement position.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the used absolute profile measurement method. The thick red
horizontal lines represent the line sensor array in different measurement
positions. The blue vertical lines represent the systematic sensor errors ε j .

In each measurement position (index i) the scanning stage leads to tilt (bi) and offset (ai)
errors. Furthermore, each of the distance sensors shows a systematic offset error ε j . The
topography can be reconstructed at the positions xk (k=0,1,…,K-1). It has been shown in [7]
that measurement positions xɶ in-between the reconstruction positions can be accounted in the
analysis. Applying a polynomial interpolation scheme, the data can be modeled as

m i, j
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 xɶ  o −1
ceil  +
 ds  2

∑

ɶ (x k ) + ε j + a i + bi s( j)
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(1)
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x k − xi

.
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Equation (1) is linear with respect to the unknowns ai (offsets), bi (tilts), ε j (systematic sensor
errors) and f(x0),…,f(xK-1) (topography). The additional tilt measurements are essential to
ensure absolute profile reconstruction since otherwise the quadratic part of the topography is
lost due to the unknown systematic sensor errors, cf. [6]. The reconstruction distance
d s = x k − x k −1 has to be larger than half of the pixel distance dpix. The coefficients ck in
equation (1) are based on a polynomial interpolation with a high degree o of the interpolation
polynomial. The transfer function associated with this interpolation scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Transfer functions of the interpolation scheme used in the reconstruction
algorithm for different degrees of interpolation in comparison to the ideal sinc
interpolation.

The higher the degree o of the interpolation polynomial the better the reconstruction of the
short topography wavelengths. The interpolation interval should be chosen symmetrical to xɶ
to obtain good results, for details cf. [7].
3. Aliasing – anti-aliasing

The measurement principle introduced in Section 2 reconstructs the topography at the discrete
points xk which form an equidistant grid with spacing ds. In order to subsequently allow for an
exact interpolation between these grid points, the topography must not contain spatial
frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency fNyq = 1 / 2ds. The reason is that these higher
frequencies would cause aliasing errors, i.e. they would emerge in such an interpolation as
lower frequencies which are not present in the actual topography.
The profile measurements may be taken at the values xk where the topography is
reconstructed, by using dstep = dpix. However, then the measurement positions are gathered at
the reconstruction positions xk and no information on the topography between the positions xk
is available. Consequently, for such proceeding aliasing cannot be controlled or reduced.
The transfer function of the reconstruction algorithm in Fig. 2 is rectangularly shaped.
Therefore all frequencies smaller than fNyq are correctly reconstructed while higher
frequencies are suppressed. Such behavior is ideal with respect to avoiding aliasing errors.
However, Fig. 2 was calculated for continuously spaced measurement positions corresponding
to an infinitesimal small scanning step dstep. As an approximation to this, the measurement
positions of the line sensor array should be distributed as uniformly as possible. This dense
sampling of the topography is then expected to approximate the ideal behavior indicated in
Fig. 2 and hence to suppress the aliasing effects which are obtained for sparse sampling.
Dense sampling can be realized easily as follows. For a sensor head with N equidistant
distance sensors, the scanning step is chosen to dstep = dpix ⋅ N/(N + 1). This results in
measurement positions which are uniformly distributed in-between the reconstruction
positions xk, except for the boundaries (cf. Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Dense topography sampling with a line sensor consisting of N
equidistant sensors.

Note that all single distance sensor measurements are taken at different positions and that
the number of scanning steps is increased only by a factor of (N+1)/N compared to sparse
sampling.
4. Simulation results

In order to assess the amount of aliasing and anti-aliasing for sparse and dense sampling, we
simulated an array of N=10 distance sensors (dpix = 189 µm). Measurement noise of the
distance sensors (5 nm), autocollimator (0.2 arcsec (1 µrad)), distance interferometer
(250 nm), positioning errors (5 µm) and tilt errors (2 arcsec (10 µrad)) of the scanning stage
have been accounted for; the figures in brackets indicate the standard deviations of the
(normally distributed) random variables used to simulate the various error sources. Further on,
the single distance sensors have been simulated with an effective sensitive area of
dwidth = 17.96 µm leading to an averaging of the topography over a corresponding width. For
the reconstruction procedure, the reconstruction distance was set to ds = dpix and the degree of
the interpolation polynomial to o = 41. The reconstruction algorithm described in the previous
Section allows for a reconstruction only up to an arbitrary straight line. On this account, the
reconstructed topography has been rotated and shifted relative to the desired topography such
that the root mean square error is minimal. As test functions sinusoidal topographies with
varying wavelengths and amplitude of 100 nm have been used. Since we are interested in
studying aliasing effects, topography reconstruction errors were assessed as follows: For
topographies consisting of frequencies smaller than the Nyquist frequency (fNyq = 1 / 2ds), the
usual root mean square error was used. For topographies consisting of higher frequencies the
root mean square error to a flat topography was calculated, as perfect anti-aliasing would yield
a flat reconstructed topography in these cases. Figure 4 shows the obtained results for sparse
(dstep = dpix) and for dense (dstep = dpix ⋅ N/(N + 1)) sampling.
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Fig. 4. Root mean square errors of the reconstructed topographies in dependence on the
frequency of the simulated topography (ftopo) for dense and fore sparse sampling.

Sparse sampling shows strong aliasing effects for topography frequencies beyond the
Nyquist frequency fNyq leading to an abrupt worsening of the reconstruction results. For higher
topography frequencies, the results become better due to the low pass filtering caused by the
averaging over the sensitive areas of the distance sensors. Note that topographies with
ftopo / fNyq = 2M (M=1,2,3,…) produce larger reconstruction errors than expected by simple
−1/2

). The reconstruction algorithm causes these errors, as it is
aliasing ( amplitude ⋅ 2
impossible for these frequencies to decide if the measured values are due to the sinusoidal
topography or a sinusoidal height error of the scanning stage. The dense sampling
significantly reduces aliasing effects. The gain is nearly one order of magnitude for
frequencies directly above the Nyquist frequency fNyq. But note that the aliasing errors still
remain for the frequencies near to ftopo / fNyq = 2M (M=1,2,3,…), due to the mentioned
interference of these frequencies with the reconstruction algorithm, and that also some other
single frequencies share aliasing errors.
5. Measurement results

In order to support the simulation results, interferometric measurements on a chirp specimen
have been carried out. Since measurement results are presented in spatial domain in this
Section, waviness of the specimen will be denoted in terms of wavelength instead of
frequencies. Instead of a set of sinusoidal topographies covering a wide range of wavelengths,
a single chirp specimen has been produced. Chirp specimens are used to characterize the
lateral resolution of measurement setups [12,13] and can therefore also be used for the
analysis of aliasing effects. The advanced fabrication technology-working group at PTB has
manufactured the Chirp specimen. The rotational symmetric topography was fabricated in a
diamond turning process on a nickel layer on a copper specimen. Starting 16 mm from the
center, several single sinusoidal wavelengths have been stringed together. The largest
wavelength was λ = 2.5 mm, then every following wavelength was reduced by 2% relative to
the one before down to λ = 1 mm. After this point the wavelengths were reduced by a factor
−4

of 2 ⋅ 10 down to λ = 19 µm to obtain higher resolution. Figure 5 shows the wavelengths of
the chirp specimen as function of the distance to the center.
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Fig. 5. Local wavelength λ of the manufactured chirp specimen as function of
the distance to the center of the specimen.

The sensor head used for the measurements was a compact interferometer with aperture
3 mm and 165x165 pixels [8]. The effective pixel distance (distance between neighboring
measurement positions on the topography) of the interferometer is 19 µm; systematic sensor
errors are in the region of 30 nm (Peak to Valley) and the sensor noise shows a standard
deviation of 5 nm. Each pixel averages the topography over a width comparable to the pixel
distance leading to a corresponding low pass filtering of the topography. However, for
wavelengths significantly larger than the pixel averaging width these sensors can be viewed as
punctual distance sensors. Lateral position of the compact interferometer has been measured
with a distance interferometer and the tilt with an electronic autocollimator.
In order to study aliasing effects we proceeded as follows. The measurements made by
the sensor array establish a lateral high resolution reference reconstruction [14] of the
topography for wavelengths down to approximately twice of the size of the pixel distance. We
then selected from the distance sensor array measurements only every 17th pixel, thereby
enlarging the pixel distance by factor of 17 which models the measurements by another
distance sensor array having the larger pixel distance dpix = 323 µm and N=8 pixels. Since the
reconstruction distance is chosen equal to the pixel distance (ds = dpix), reconstruction of
wavelengths down to 646 µm is possible. Hence aliasing can be expected in a significant part
of the designed chirp specimen (cf. Fig. 5). By comparing the results obtained for this reduced
sensor array with those obtained for the original measurements we can assess the amount of
aliasing induced by the former for wavelengths which can be reconstructed by the original
measurements but not by those of the reduced sensor array.
Figure 6 shows the two reconstruction results of the chirp specimen, one with high lateral
resolution (ds = 21 µm) serving as reference for the second using dense sampling
(ds = 323 µm).
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Fig. 6. Lateral high-resolution reconstruction of the entire chirp specimen utilizing all pixels of
the compact interferometer (orange) and aliasing free reconstruction (blue) for dense sampling
with the reduces sensor array. The red vertical lines mark the positions where the chirp
specimen has a local frequency corresponding to the Nyquist frequency of the reduced sensor
array.

The non-sinusoidal deviation of 1.2 µm (Peak to Valley) compared to the design function
is due to the manufacturing process. This deviation is subtracted for clarity of presentation. To
this end, a polynomial of degree 4 has been fitted to the high-resolution scan. This polynomial
has been subtracted not only from the high-resolution scan, but also from all other profiles.
Since Eq. (1) allows a reconstruction only up to an arbitrary line, all other scans have
additionally been aligned to the high-resolution scan by adding a polynomial of degree one.
The red vertical lines in Fig. 6 and in the following figures mark the positions in-between
which the specimen consists only of wavelengths larger than 2ds = 646 µm, hence aliasing
effects are expected to occur beyond these lines for sparse sampling.
Figure 7 and Fig. 8 show the right part of the reconstructed specimen (after subtracting its
gross form). The midline of the orange high-resolution profile where the zero crossings of the
sinusoidal waves are placed represents the long wavelength profile of the chirp specimen.
Therefore, a profile measurement without aliasing should follow this midline when the
wavelengths of the specimen become shorter than 2ds (marked by the red vertical line). For
the sparse sampling (ds = dpix, Fig. 7) the reconstructed profile is jumping up and down on the
right hand side of the red line showing significant aliasing.

Fig. 7. Detailed view on the reconstructed chirp specimen for sparse topography sampling.
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The results in Fig. 8 demonstrate that this aliasing can be significantly reduced for dense
sampling.

Fig. 8. Detailed view on the reconstructed chirp specimen for dense topography sampling.

The reconstructed profile is close to the midline of the chirp specimen; hence, the
measured profile represents only the lower frequency part of the specimen. Recall that the
blue curve in Fig. 8 is obtained by using only every 17th pixel of the data used for constructing
the orange reference curve. Hence profile reconstruction with a high lateral resolution and
subsequent low pass filtering is not possible to obtain the same results as in Fig. 8.
The simulations have shown that sinusoidal topographies with ftopo / fNyq = 2M
(M=1,2,3,…) lead to rms reconstruction errors larger than the amplitude of the specimen also
for dense sampling. At the position x = 214.4 mm the chirp has a local frequency of
ftopo / fNyq = 2 and at x = 221.05 mm local frequency of ftopo / fNyq = 4. But perhaps since the
frequency of the chirp is continuously varying, aliasing effects for these singular frequencies
appear to have only a minor effect.
6. Conclusion

The problem of aliasing in absolute scanning profile measurement using multi sensor
scanning techniques has been considered. It was shown in terms of both, simulations and
measurements, that aliasing can be reduced when the measurement locations are distributed as
uniformly as possible over the specimen and when the data is analyzed in an appropriate way.
Such dense sampling can be realized by a suitable choice of the scanning steps of the multi
sensor array. Compared to sparse sampling, the number of scanning steps needs to be
increased only by a factor of (N+1)/N where N denotes the number of distance sensors in the
sensor array. Not all frequencies beyond the Nyquist frequency can be suppressed, especially
even multiples of the Nyquist frequency interfere with the reconstruction algorithm and lead
to large reconstruction errors. However, measurement results for a chirp specimen show that
these errors for single frequencies may not be critical for a broadband topography. It is
concluded that the proposed proceeding helps to improve the fabrication and characterization
of high precision optical surfaces in cases where aliasing in topography form measurement
can cause topography form errors by a subsequently applied post processing of the specimen.
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